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Making the Right Fit—
We Need Your Help
The AHPCS is seeking a member with a
warehouse or other secure storage facility
who would be able to store our inventory of
publications and willing to assist with order
fulfillment. We are also seeking a qualified
individual who could provide occasional
pro bono legal advice. If you or someone
you know can help us out, please contact
Nancy Finlay at nfinlay@outlook.com.

A Beautiful Pair. Hand-colored lithograph, 1871.
Courtesy, The Old Print Shop, New York.

CALL FOR
PAPERS

Above: prints made in the studio of Dan Wood, a
letterpress printer and Andrew Rafferty, an associate
professor of printmaking (photo by Lauren Hewes).
Below: Barnhill and Bruhn presenting William
Vareiko a copy of a new MFA book on Riley the Dog.

In May 2019,
fifty-five people
gathered for the 44th
Annual Meeting in
Providence, Rhode
Island; the meeting
was co-organized
by Thomas Bruhn
and Georgia
Barnhill. Thank you
to all who made
it such a success!
A few additional
photographs are on
page 7. Please send
the editor more if
you would like them
included in the fall
News Letter!

American Historical Print Collectors
Society Annual Meeting
The Brown Hotel, Louisville, Kentucky
May 20-23, 2020
AHPCS is seeking papers for presentation
at the 2020 Annual Meeting at the Brown
Hotel, Louisville, KY to be held May
20–23, 2020. Those chosen will receive free
registration at the meeting and their papers
will be considered for publication in Imprint,
the scholarly journal of the American
Historical Print Collectors Society. All
presentations must relate to print media,
history, and graphic design. Preference
will be given to papers on Kentucky prints,
printmakers, or print collections. A limited
number of $500 travel grants are available to
help with meeting expenses.
Please submit a cover letter and abstract
to Nancy Finlay, President at: nfinlay@
outlook.com no later than January 1, 2020.

I am done collecting—
Now what?

continues, “I have found that most dealers have a
similar attitude to me, however, and will only buy
those things that they feel they can readily sell.”
Approach a range of auction houses: print
specialists (Swann Galleries, Rachel Davis), subject
specialists (Copley, Coeur d’Alene), regional
(Hindman, Morphy, John
Moran), maybe even national
(Christie’s, Sotheby’s,
Bonham’s). Submitting works
to auction galleries for their
estimates can also give you
sense of the market interest.
“Selling on consignment in a
public auction typically offers
the biggest potential financial
reward. But auctions have
costs and come with great
risks as well,” says Grant.
If your works have more
historical significance than
market value, perhaps find a
local high school or college student who might list the
prints online on eBay.

by Leah C. Tharpe
Do you have a print collection,
built over a long period of
trawling galleries and shops,
that you can’t hold on to forever?
If your acquisitive stage is
nearing an end, here are a few
suggestions to guide you during
the deaccessioning process.
Where to Start
Begin by carefully considering
what you have, and be ready
to communicate this clearly by
email with digital images. To
get a sense of the current value
of your items, you may want
to search recent auction results on online auction
aggregators such as bidsquare.com. An experienced
appraiser can also guide you through the process.

Where to Go: Donating
If you are interested in donating your collection,
reach out to local and national institutions. Personal
connections may help in this case. A donation may be
tax deductible as a non-cash charitable contribution,
but consult with a tax advisor and an appraiser to
develop an informed strategy. New tax rules mean it
might be better to donate most or all items in the same
tax year. Everybody’s situation will be different, and
complicated.
You could also donate prints to an institution that
will then sell the items to fund their mission. You
won’t be eligible to take a tax deduction, but you do
get to support a worthy cause and pass along your
prints.

What to Consider
The Spring 2018 AHPCS Newsletter highlighted Rona
and Martin Schneider’s experience passing on their
collection. Rona wrote, “My goals were basic: I wanted
the collection to be in a safe place but where it would
be actively used.”
While their goals may have been basic, they were
clearly defined. The Schneiders knew what they had
and that their collection was focused enough to attract
an institution. They successfully connected with a
university museum, and got an exhibit and book on
their collection out if it, which will likely help the
donation value of the works.
Where to Go: Selling
“Individuals with fine art to sell usually have two
options. They can either sell the piece on consignment,
through an auction or dealer, or they can sell it directly
to a gallery,” according to Daniel Grant of the Wall
Street Journal. He splits these into “the allure of the
auction” and “the quieter approach,” and warns that
“sellers to dealers and galleries, however, must be
prepared to accept substantially lower prices than
what their piece may bring on the market.”
Indeed, dealer Christopher Lane of Philadelphia
Print Shop West recommends to “first determine if
the potential value/ease of selling [your] collection
is worth the time and effort to work at it.” He
emphasizes,“the second, and equally important point
is to be realistic in terms of what you expect to get.”
Lane says, “I am very picky about what I buy.” He

What to Remember
Lane writes, “You bought the items because you liked
them and they brought you pleasure. If they did that
over the years, that is your return on investment! Be
happy that you enjoyed the collecting and owning
and do not get caught up in what you can sell the
collection for now.”
About the Author
Leah C. Tharpe is an appraiser and art historian in
Louisville, Colorado.
Above: “President Roosevelt. Examining a print by Currier
& Ives on his visit to the The Old Print Shop in 1932.”
Courtesy of the Old Print Shop; digital copy from the Miriam
and Ira D. Wallach Division of Art, Prints and Photographs,
New York Public Library.
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AHPCS Welcomes
New Website Editor
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The launch
of our new
website (ahpcs.
org) last spring
was a huge step
forward for the
AHPCS. Now
we are pleased to
introduce Diann
Benti as our
new part-time
website editor.
Diann has been
a member of
the AHPCS
since 2012 and
was the editor
Fanny Palmer:
The Life and
Works of a Currier & Ives Artist, (Syracuse University,
2018), the winner of this year’s Ewell L. Newman
Award. She is a graduate of Kenyon College and
has an M.L.S. from the University of Maryland.
She is currently employed as an advancement data
specialist at Colorado State University in Fort Collins.
Colorado. She previously worked at the Huntington
Library, where she catalogued the lithographs in
the Jay T. Last Collectin and served as supervising
librarian/archivist for visual and literary culture.
While working at the American Antiquarian Society,
she helped to found the AAS blog, Pastispresent.
org and created a digital version of a 19th-century
blacksmith’s diary.
Diann combines outstanding editorial skills,
extensive knowledge of computer technology, and
a deep understanding of American historical prints
and visual culture. In addition, she is familiar with
the AHPCS and its publications and both its old
and its new websites. She will be able to work with
AHPCS members to create new content as well as to
troubleshoot technical issues.
If you haven’t yet checked out the new website,
you should do so now—and then watch for changes
in the months ahead. Under Diann’s guidance,
we anticipate that ahpcs.org is now on its way
to becoming an invaluable resource for anyone
interested in American historical prints and print
collecting.

Board members:
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Sally Pierce, Imprint Editor
Jackie Penny, News Letter Editor
Directors:
Jourdan Houston
Mike McKenzie
Michael Buehler
Peter Heller
Stephanie Delamaire
Helena Wright
Fred Baron
Eric Terwilliger
Advertisements:
For members wishing to place an ad, the cost
is $25 for 1/3 of a page and $50 for 1/2 a page.
Send check and copy to: AHPCS, 94 Marine
Street, Farmingdale, NY 11735-5606. Your ad will
appear in the next issue.
Note: The AHPCS News Letter is published
quarterly. Deadlines for information are the
10th of January, April, July and October with
publication dates of the 1st of February, May,
August and November. Please allow three weeks
for delivery. Any prints of the American scene
that are 100 or more years old will be considered.
News is always desirable, as are articles about
little-known engravers and lithographers, shops,
remarks about unusual print making equipment,
comments on personal or museum collections,
websites and social media accounts, exhibits
and publications. The editor reserves the right to
make any changes without prior approval. Send
contributions to jpenny@mwa.org.

Above: Floral album with lithographed plates signed F. &
S. Palmer, New York. Courtesy, AAS.
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Fall 2019 Regional Meetings
Monday, September 9, 1:00 - 3:00 pm
Cambridge, Mass.
Fogg Museum at Harvard University
Tour the exhibit “Eyewitness” with the Theodore E. Stebbins,
Jr. Curator of American Art, Ethan Lasser. This exhibit shows
how celebrated American artist Winslow Homer’s work for the
illustrated periodical Harper’s Weekly helped shape his later career
as a painter and watercolorist. Also included will be a session in
the beautiful Harvard Museums Art Study Center to view specially
selected graphic art materials. Space will be limited to 30 persons.
Admission is complimentary, thanks to the Fogg Museum.
Friday, September 27, 9:30 am - 4:30 pm
Winterthur, Delaware.
Winterthur Museum, Garden & Library
Join us for an exclusive day-long program organized by Dr.
Catharine Dann Roeber, Brock W. Jobe Associate Professor of
Decorative Arts and Material Culture; and Dr. Stephanie Delamaire,
Associate Curator of Fine Arts and AHPCS board member. Enjoy a
behind-the-scenes look at Winterthur’s renowned collections with
curators and expert staff, print-focused tours in the museum, and
customized experiences in the conservation labs, library, and gardens.
Includes time to explore the naturalistic gardens and galleries
exhibitions including a special print display and “Costuming THE
CROWN,” featuring 40 iconic costumes from the beloved Netflix
show. A group lunch is included. Hosted by the William L. Clements
Library and the American Historical Print Collectors Society.
Winterthur Tour and Lunch Tickets $65.00. Please register online at
http://myumi.ch/L3gmB or by phone at (734) 764-0864. Guests are
responsible for booking their own travel to Winterthur and lodging. A block of rooms at a rate of $199 per night is
available at Hotel Du Pont until Aug. 29. Book online at http://myumi.ch/aX8kB or by calling 800-441-9019 and refer
to CLEMENTS group. Questions? 734-764-0864.
Saturday, October 26, 2:30 pm
New York, N.Y.
New-York Historical Society
Join the American Historical Print Collectors Society’s visit to
the New-York Historical Society on Saturday, October 26 at 2:30
pm, with a Guided Tour of “Beyond Midnight: Paul Revere,” led
by exhibit curators Lauren B. Hewes, Andrew W. Mellon Curator
of Graphic Arts, and Nan Wolverton, Director of Fellowships and
Center for Historic American Visual Culture. Drawing on the
American Antiquarian Society’s unparalleled collection of prints
and books, the exhibition, Beyond Midnight: Paul Revere, will
transform viewers’ understanding of the iconic colonial patriot.
Examples of rare prints will be shown alongside elegant silver
tea services and everyday objects such as thimbles and period
newspapers to reveal new facets behind this versatile artisan best
known for his midnight ride. This will be the first time all five
1770 printings of the Boston Massacre will be shown. Admission is
complimentary, thanks to AHPCS board member Lauren Hewes.
Top: Holiday in Camp - Soldiers Playing “Foot-ball.” From Harper’s Weekly, July 15,
1865, p. 444. Fogg Museum. Middle: Museum exterior. Courtesy, Winterthur Museum, photo by James Schneck. Bottom: Paul Revere. The Bloody
Massacre Perpetrated in King Street, Boston, on March 5th 1770. Engraving, hand colored. Courtesy, AAS.
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Exhibitions at Member
Institutions

An Exploration of the Earliest
Marine Works of Winslow
Homer
From August 3 through December 1, 2019, the Cape
Ann Museum in Gloucester, MA will exhibit some 50
original works by renowned American artist Winslow
Homer titled Homer at the Beach: A Marine Painter’s
Journey, 1869–1880. The exhibition will be the first
close examination of the formation of this great artist
as a marine painter. The Cape Ann Museum will be
the sole venue for this exhibition, which will include
loans from some 40 public and private collections. In
1869, Winslow Homer (1836–1910) exhibited his first
picture of the sea. He was an ambitious New York
illustrator — not yet recognized as an artist—and
freshly back from France. Over the next 11 years,
Homer’s journey would take him to a variety of
marine destinations, from New Jersey to Maine, but
especially—and repeatedly—to Gloucester and other
parts of Cape Ann. This exhibition will reveal new
aspects of Homer, for the first time placing these
paintings, drawings and even ceramic work in their
rich geographic, cultural and historical settings, on
the 150th anniversary of Homer’s first paintings
of the sea. Homer at the Beach: A Marine Painter’s
Journey, 1869–1880 at the Cape Ann Museum will run
concurrently with Winslow Homer: Eyewitness at the
Harvard Art Museums, a complementary exhibition
opening August 31. A symposium will be held on
Saturday, October 5. Visit www.capeannmuseum.org/
exhibitions/homer-beach for more details.

Magic & Melodrama: Cincinnati Posters from the
Gilded Age is on view from May 3 to August 18, 2019
at the Sinton Gallery at the Taft Museum of Art in
Cincinnati, OH.
At the turn of the 20th century, traveling actors,
illusionists, and theatrical producers promoted
live performances with brilliantly colored printed
outdoor advertisements. These pictured magic
tricks, fantastic battles, heartbreaking scenes, and
grand dance numbers, among many other images.
See posters for stage productions of The Wizard of
Oz and Peter Pan long before they graced the silver
screen, and discover lesser-known acts that have
been all but forgotten. This exhibition features
seven theater posters from the collection of the
Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County.
All were created in Cincinnati by the Strobridge
Lithographing Company. Led by Hines Strobridge,
the firm utilized steam-powered presses, specially
equipped for color lithography, to become a leading
international producer of entertainment advertising.
Visit taftmuseum.org for information.

Institutions—apply for a shadwell conservation grant!

We encourage accredited, non-profit institutions with significant print collections to apply for conservation
grants for the preservation of American historical prints. An American historical print is defined as an
American print over 100-years-old. Applicants must be members of the AHPCS. This program is made
possible through bequest funds from Wendy Shadwell, past president of the AHPCS.
The deadline for applications is September 30, 2019. For more information and applications, as well as for
information on joining AHPCS, please refer to the AHPCS website: www.ahpcs.org or contact Roger Genser,
Chairperson, Shadwell Print Conservation Subcommittee, PO Box 5133, Santa Monica, CA 90409 (or email
genserprints@verizon.net).
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Letter concerning the first American lithograph uncovered
by Philip Weimerskirch

In the collection of the Newport [R.I.] Historical
Society is a letter from Thomas Cooper to Colonel
George Gibbs. The letter, dated May 6, 1819, mentions
the first American lithograph, and it says in part:
“I have lately been engaged with Dr. Brown of
Huntsville, formerly of Kentucky, in aiding a Mr.
Otis an artist of this city to commence the lithographic
printing. We shall succeed; & with the the argillaceous
limestone of Frankfort in Kentucky. In about a week
I think I can send you some specimens. Le Sueur
has brought some argillaceous s[c]hist from Albany
& Catskill, which I think will
answer for this same purpose. It
promises many advantages.”
This letter states that the first
American lithograph was about
to be printed in the middle of
May, 1819, and that it was going
to be printed from Kentucky
limestone. This first American
lithograph was published in the
Analectic Magazine in July, 1819,
and it illustrated an article on
lithography by Cooper. He refers
to himself in the article as “Judge
Cooper,” and he had been a
lawyer and a judge. At the time
he wrote the article, however, he
was a professor of chemistry and
mineralogy at the University of
Pennsylvania. The article says
that the design and execution of
the lithograph were made by Otis
following the suggestions of Judge Cooper and Dr.
Brown of Alabama.
It continues, “The drawing was made on a
stone from Munich, presented to the American
Philosophical Society by Mr. Thomas Dobson of
this city. But the art has been successfully tried on
specimens of stone from Frankfort, in Kentucky,
procured by judge Cooper, Dr. Brown and Mr.
Clifford.” A little later the article says that there is
hardly any difference between the lithographic stones
from Munich, Paris and Kentucky, a fact first pointed
out by Mr. Clifford at one of Cooper’s lectures on
mineralogy.
The statement that the lithograph published in
the Analectic Magazine was printed from a stone
from Bavaria contradicts what Cooper wrote in
the letter to Col. Gibbs. An anonymous article on
lithography was published in the Port Folio, another
Philadelphia magazine, in March, 1819, four months
before Cooper’s article was published. The title is
“Observations on the method of printing upon stone,

and on the composition of the ink,” and it is on pages
253-255. At the bottom of p. 254 is this note:
This stone is found in great abundance in Kentucky, of
which specimens have been brought to this city by Mr.
Clifford, of Lexington, and compared with the stone
from Munich, to which it is found to be similar.
So experiments in printing lithographs from stone
from Bavaria and Kentucky were being made in
Philadelphia by at least March of 1819. If Cooper did,
in fact, send a lithograph to Gibbs, it has not survived,
and, unfortunately there are no other letters by
Cooper in the Newport Historical
Society. A few notes on the men
mentioned:
• Dr. Brown was Samuel
Brown, a naturalist and physician
who taught in the Transylvania
University Medical School in
Lexington. He usually spent his
summers in Philadelphia, and he
owned a plantation in Alabama,
which is why he was often called
“Dr. Brown of Alabama.” He had
been trying to find a source of
limestone in Kentucky suitable
for printing lithographs for a long
time.
• Mr. Clifford was John D.
Clifford, a banker, an avid
collector of minerals and fossils,
and a trustee of Transylvania
University.
• Mr. Otis was Bass Otis, a
Philadelphia portrait painter. He had painted
portraits of two of Dr. Brown’s children, and
probably it was Dr. Brown who asked Otis to
make a drawing on a slab of limestone.
•
Le Sueur was Charles Alexandre Lesueur, a
French artist and naturalist who came to America
in 1816. He brought with him a copperplate and
a lithographic stone. After traveling for awhile,
he spent several years in Philadelphia, then

Congratulations!
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The 2019 AHPCS Ewell L. Newman Award
was given to Fanny Palmer: The Life and Works of
a Currier & Ives Artist, published in August of
2018 by Syracuse University. The manuscript by
Charlotte Streifer Rubinstein was edited by Diann
Benti; the book is available from the publisher
or online bookseller websites such as Amazon.
Congratulations to all those involved in this
exciting project!

•

•

Annual Meeting
(continued from page 1)

moved to New Harmony, Indiana. He made some
experiments in lithography in Philadelphia, but
no results of these experiments are known. Some
of his drawings of fish were lithographed in New
York by Barnet and Doolittle, the first commercial
lithographic firm in America. Lesueur made the
drawings on stone in Philadelphia and sent the
stone to New York to be printed.
Col. Gibbs was a mineralogist and a great
collector of minerals, and he corresponded
with mineralogists all over the world. His
correspondence is now in the Newport Historical
Society, and his large collection of minerals is now
at Yale University.
Thomas Cooper was born in England, and
came to Northumberland, PA, in 1794 to join his
friend Joseph Priestley, the British chemist who
discovered oxygen. He became a lawyer and a
judge, an American citizen and a good friend of
Thomas Jefferson. Later he became president of
the University of South Carolina, and its library
is named for him. He wrote many books and
articles, and he was involved in politics for most
of his life.

^ Tatiana Hollway
speaking about John Fisk
Allen’s “Victoria Regia”
< Attendees at the
Redwood Library

^ Enjoying a beautiful
walking tour in
Newport, R.I.
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< Attendees viewing
collection materials
at the Providence
Athenaeum

Note: American National Biography contains recent
biographical sketches of Brown, Cooper, Gibbs,
Lesueur and Otis. For additional reading on the first
lithograph printed in the United States, visit:
www.historyofinformation.com/detail.php?id=3408

^ Enjoying prints
at the John Carter
Brown Library
< Prepared materials
at the John Hay
Library at Brown
University

Manuscript credit: From the Collection of the
Newport Historical Society, Gibbs papers, Box 27.
Image opposite: American portrait print of Thomas
Cooper [Drawn by Albert Rosenthal after painting by
C. W. Peale] Courtesy, AAS.

Photographs courtesy
of Lauren B. Hewes
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AHPCS ANNUAL
MEETING 2020
Save the date—May 20-23, 2020
The Brown Hotel, Louisville, Kentucky

Please join us!

What’s planned for prints?
Visits to view collections at institutions such
as the Speed Art Museum (Kentucky Gallery),
Filson Historical Society, Art Museum at the
University of Kentucky, Louisville Slugger
Museum, and more!
What’s planned socially?
The Greentree Tearoom, a bourbon tasting,
Kentucky Derby Museum, and more!
More information in the fall news letter!

